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Puts a human face on the study of Abnormal Psychology,

now with DSM-5 coverage throughout.

Â Abnormal Psychology in a Changing World, 9/e uses first-person narratives from people
struggling with psychological disorders as a pedagogical framework. Updated to reflect the revision
of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual (DSM-5), the authors endeavor to bring research
developments and advancements in abnormal psychology to students. Through illustrative case
examples drawn from the authors' own experiences, they recognize there is a human dimension to
the study of abnormal psychology. Â The 9th edition includes coverage of the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual (DSM-5), with updated text references and examples throughout. Â 0205965016
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I had to rent this for my Psychopathology class and though we didn't use it much in class, it was SO
helpful in writing my honors paper about major depressive disorder. If I had a couple hundred bucks,
I would definitely buy this book to have on hand for future essays.

Excellent undergraduate primer with clear descriptions of the DSM-5 categories. A few errors need
to be cleaned up in the next edition (typos and such) but overall, the writing is good and the
organization practical and easy to follow. I especially enjoyed how each category is defined,
followed by theoretical approaches and treatments.

Great book, but some sections could benefit from editing. It's almost like they're written by a
different writer, so it doesn't detract from the value of the info you get from the book. I still highly
recommend it because of the way the book is structured. The subject matter is clear and concise,
and the sections are highly organized in a way that logically segways from one topic to the next,
which I think is how more textbooks should be organized. If you are taking abnormal psych, I
definitely recommend this book because it explains all about the DSM-V, and doesn't just tell you
about the new additions, but explains reasons why it was updated in certain ways to include new
information, and reasons why some disorders have changed categories.

This book contains the info needed, it is very readable and clear. Not much confusing jargon. Not so
much "opinion" but more usable facts and information. I rarely give 5 stars so 4 stars is high praise
from me...esp. regarding a textbook.

Best book ever. I read it cover to cover and i learned soo much from it. You wont regret this buy if
you are interested in abnormal psychology. It provides chapters that focus on the existent
psychological disorders, the different psychological perspectives and treatments for each and every
type of psychological disorder. It is worth every penny.

I'm currently living out of the US. I ordered my books for school early so I 'd have them in time for
classes. Turns out I didn't have to do that! This book got to me even sooner than the estimated
date! 's shipping is amazing!As for the book itself, it was an interesting read. Easy to follow, even
when the concepts were a bit complicated.

Great book for my class and I love how i can highlight on my iPad mini I os 7. I never have to carry a
heavy book around ever again!

I bought this e book for school. I have the kindle app on my pc and on my phone. I downloaded it on
my pc fine but then I couldn't download it onto my phone. If I knew it wasn't compatible I would not

have bought the e book version. I'm new to the whole e book thing and this was one my first e book
purchases. Lesson Learned. Check to make sure all devices you have are compatible with the book
you are buying.
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